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ABSTRACT: Standards support synthetic biology research by enabling the exchange of
component information. However, using formal representations, such as the Synthetic
Biology Open Language (SBOL), typically requires either a thorough understanding of these
standards or a suite of tools developed in concurrence with the ontologies. Since these tools
may be a barrier for use by many practitioners, the Excel−SBOL Converter was developed to
facilitate the use of SBOL and integration into existing workflows. The converter consists of
two Python libraries: one that converts Excel templates to SBOL and another that converts SBOL to an Excel workbook. Both
libraries can be used either directly or via a SynBioHub plugin.
KEYWORDS: Excel, SBOL, conversion, Excel-to-SBOL, SBOL-to-Excel, ontologies

■ INTRODUCTION
Synthetic biology is bringing together engineers and biologists
to design biological circuits for a variety of applications in
energy, medicine, and biomanufacturing.1 Associated with this
interdisciplinary movement is the need for tools that support
reusability and supplement the current understanding of
genetic sequences. To satisfy this need, synthetic biology
communities across the world have developed tools and
ontologies to help describe their unique semantic annota-
tions.2−15 Shared representations for data and metadata,
grounded in well-defined ontology terms, can help reduce
confusion when researchers share materials.16 The Synthetic
Biology Open Language (SBOL)6 has been developed to
address this challenge. SBOL provides a standardized format
for the electronic exchange of information on the structural
and functional aspects of biological designs, supporting the use
of engineering principles such as abstraction, modularity, and
standardization for synthetic biology. Many tools have been
created that work with SBOL,17−26 including the SynBioHub
repository for storing and sharing designs.27 The original
SBOL has been developed further to allow other data types to
be represented and more information to be captured. This has
led to SBOL228 and SBOL3.29

Using formal representations such as SBOL, however,
typically requires either a thorough understanding of these
standards or a suite of tools developed in concurrence with the
ontologies.30 Unfortunately, this poses a significant barrier for
scientists not trained to work with such abstractions. Not using
standards makes it difficult to share and reuse parts.31−36

Therefore, the time and effort required to find parts is much
greater, and the ability to use the tools to automate design is
limited.

One approach to lowering the barrier for use of ontologies
was demonstrated by the Systems Biology for Micro-

Organisms (SysMO) consortium.37 In SysMO, the MicroArray
Gene Expression Markup Language (Mage-ML) was set up as
an XML schema,38 and users were expected to submit data to
the SysMO Assets Catalogue (called SEEK) in XML format in
order to publish work. To allow the use of the Mage-ML
language without having to understand XML, the RightField
tool was created.39 This tool is an ontology annotation and
information management application that can add constrained
ontology term selection to Excel spreadsheets. It enables
administrators to create templates with controlled vocabularies,
such that the scientists utilizing the tool would never actually
see the raw RightField, only the more familiar Excel
spreadsheet interface. Spreadsheets are a popular interface, as
many biological workflows already use spreadsheets and
comma-separated values (CSV) files. Furthermore, several
popular tools use spreadsheets and CSV files as inputs or
outputs, including Addgene (https://www.addgene.org/) and
Opentrons (https://opentrons.com/).

Users of SBOL and SynBioHub have also faced a steep
learning curve for understanding the underlying ontology: as
assessed in ref 40, “For successful use and interpretation of
metadata presented in SynBioHub, the semantic annotation
process should be biologist-friendly and hide the underlying
RDF predicates.” Recently, SynBio2Easy was published as a
command line tool to convert Excel spreadsheets of plasmids
to SBOL.41 The tool was designed to enable several steps of a
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Figure 1. Excel2SBOL converter in a synbio workflow. An SBOL expert makes a specific template for a lab based on the universal template. This
template can then be used and reused by lab scientists to store part information. This information may be converted to SBOL using the converter
presented in this paper. The parts may then be uploaded to design repositories or used in design tools.

Figure 2. Visual representation of an example spreadsheet set (example sheets are shown in Figure 3). This displays the information contained by
two spreadsheets: a parts library and a composites sheet.
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specific workflow for designing and depositing Synechocystis
plasmids into a public SynBioHub repository.

Embracing the same spreadsheet-based interface as these
prior works, this paper presents the Excel−SBOL Converter, a
tool designed to provide a simple way for users to generate and
visualize SBOL data without needing a detailed understanding
of the underlying ontology and associated technologies. Unlike
SynBio2Easy, our converter generalizes beyond plasmids to
multiple kinds of SBOL data and allows customization of the
templates. This converter thus provides a simple way for users
to manage data by allowing them to both download SBOL into
Excel templates and to submit Excel templates for conversion
into SBOL. This paper presents the architecture and key
engineering decisions for the Excel−SBOL Converter as well
as its integration with SynBioHub.

■ RESULTS
The Excel−SBOL Converter enables researchers that are more
comfortable with Excel spreadsheets to make use of SBOL
repositories and tools without having to manipulate or
understand the SBOL data standard. The Excel−SBOL
Converter is currently implemented as two separate libraries:
the Excel-to-SBOL library is used to convert Excel spread-
sheets formatted using predesigned templates into SBOL data,
while the SBOL-to-Excel library is used to convert SBOL data
into Excel spreadsheets. These two libraries taken together

enable data to be converted between Excel spreadsheets and
SBOL data.
Excel-to-SBOL. The Excel-to-SBOL library converts Excel

spreadsheet templates into SBOL data. While initially designed
based on fixed spreadsheet templates developed in the Defense
Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) Synergistic
Discovery and Design (SD2) Program (https://sd2e.org/)),
the library has since been generalized to allow more flexibility.
With this approach, a user needs to have only minimal
knowledge of SBOL, while a template designer needs
knowledge of both the SBOL data representation and the
Excel-to-SBOL template structure. SBOL experts design the
templates that are used repeatedly by biologists with no SBOL
knowledge (Figure 1).
Excel Spreadsheets for Lab Users. As an example, let us

consider an Excel spreadsheet template that can organize
genetic parts into several part collection libraries (Figure 2).
This example is composed of one Excel file containing two
data sheets: (1) a sheet describing the genetic parts (Figure 3a)
and (2) a sheet describing composite parts (Figure 3b). In
order to use this template, a user would enter each genetic part
name, part design choices, part description, data source prefix
(PubMed, GenBank, etc.), data source (e.g., the PubMed ID),
source organism, and the sequence. The user can then specify
composite parts in the composites sheet. The composites have
a name, design notes, description, and a list of parts used

Figure 3. Lab user sheets. (a) Parts sheet. This is where the users add parts. Each part has a role (e.g., promoter), design notes (comments about
design decisions), a description (what it is meant to do), a data source (where it comes from and what the ID is, e.g., PubMed and the accession
number), the source organism (the organism from which the DNA came), length (automatically generated using a formula), and the sequence (a
set of ATGCs). (b) Composites sheet. This is a sheet where users can specify composite parts. The names in the part columns can refer to other
composites or basic parts from the parts sheet shown in (a). The user can specify design notes and a description and then as many parts as needed.
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(names being either other composites or from the basic parts
sheet). Any columns may be left blank; for example, if the
sequence file is local, then no data source is required. When all
of this information has been collected, the user can convert the
sheet to SBOL using the Excel-to-SBOL library (or a
SynBioHub plugin, which is described below). The template
programming described in the next session should have already
been done during the setup of the template by an experienced
SBOL user.
Excel Spreadsheet Template Programming. Excel-to-

SBOL is designed to parse a variety of interlinking SBOL
object types in a flexible manner while maintaining code
simplicity. This makes it possible to design specific Excel
templates for different users and process them all using a single
code library. The details of how the parsing works and how to
build a specific template are outlined in the Supporting
Information. The main template features are the following:

• Sheets can refer to items on other sheets.
• Several columns may be used together to generate an

SBOL property.
• A single column can be converted into several

properties.
• Human-readable terms can be converted to machine-

readable terms using a combination of software tools
and substitution of terms from precoded lookup sheets.

• Cell inputs (or the machine-readable version) can be
checked against a regular expression.

SBOL-to-Excel. The SBOL-to-Excel converter performs the
opposite task of taking SBOL data and converting it into an
Excel spreadsheet. This may be useful if data must be copied
out or edited and re-uploaded (this functionality is still in
progress). This converter reads an SBOL file in any standard
Resource Description Framework (RDF) format (e.g., XML,
JSON-LD, Turdle, N-triples), and for every SBOL object
found, it creates a row in a spreadsheet that has a column for
each property of the object. In this case, the RDF python
library is used rather than an SBOL library in order to allow
the conversion of different SBOL object types in any version of
SBOL while maintaining code simplicity. This is possible
because each SBOL version is a specific kind of RDF.

An example Excel spreadsheet generated by the SBOL-to-
Excel converter from the SBOL generated for the library
example presented earlier is shown in Figure S5. This
spreadsheet looks similar to the templates described earlier,
but it has a few key differences. First, the column names are
based on the property names rather than human-readable
column names. Second, no Init or Column Definitions sheet is
present in the output (these are explained in the Supporting
Information). Finally, many of the properties are full URLs
rather than human-readable names, e.g., “http://examples.org/
ECFP” instead of “ECFP”. The addition of “examples.org” is
what allows linking to parts in a database. If the data were
uploaded to SynBioHub and downloaded into a spreadsheet, it
would be “http://synbiohub.org/ECFP”, which is where
information about the part could be accessed. Future work
will address these differences to allow full round-tripping of
data from Excel to SBOL and back again.
SynBioHub Plugins. SynBioHub plugins for the Excel−

SBOL Converter were developed to enable the converter to be
integrated into a data processing workflow using the
SynBioHub repository (see Figure 4). SynBioHub plugins
are a way to create modular extensions to the capabilities of the

SynBioHub repository.42 The plugins developed as part of this
project allow the integration of SynBioHub into synthetic
biology workflows with spreadsheets. A submit plugin was
developed for the Excel-to-SBOL converter. This plugin takes
in Excel spreadsheet templates, converts them to SBOL, and
uploads the converted SBOL to SynBioHub. Similarly, a
download plugin was developed using the SBOL-to-Excel
library that allows a user to download SBOL stored in
SynBioHub in the form of an Excel spreadsheet.

■ DISCUSSION
We have presented two Python converter libraries: Excel-to-
SBOL and SBOL-to-Excel. The development of these libraries
simplifies the incorporation of SBOL into existing synthetic
biology workflows that make use of spreadsheets for data
storage and exchange. The Excel-to-SBOL converter allows
multiple sheets with different SBOL object types to be
processed. The converter can be used to convert spreadsheet
columns into any RDF properties and can output either SBOL
version 2 or 3 documents as well as validating information
using user-supplied regular expressions and converting user-
friendly names into ontology terms. Its complement, the
SBOL-to-Excel Converter, can process any RDF file and turn it
into a spreadsheet. This allows both SBOL2 and SBOL3
documents to be converted to spreadsheets. The conversion
makes the values more human-readable and splits different
SBOL object types across sheets.

While the Excel−SBOL Converter is already useful for many
applications, there are several improvements planned for the
future. For the Excel-to-SBOL converter, real-time sheet
checking using Excel plugins would enable errors to be
detected and fixed more efficiently. Second, more standard
Excel spreadsheet templates with example data should be
created to provide a starting point for both users and template
creators. For the SBOL-to-Excel converter, the next step is to
record the conversion process into a column definition sheet in
order to support round-trip conversion back to SBOL.

Figure 4. Integration of the Excel−SBOL Converter with SynBioHub
via plugins. Submit: When a user uploads an Excel spreadsheet
template to the submit end point, SynBioHub sends it to the Excel-to-
SBOL plugin, which returns SBOL to be deposited in SynBioHub.
Download: If a user requests an Excel spreadsheet template to be
downloaded from SynBioHub, SynBioHub sends the appropriate
SBOL to the SBOL-to-Excel plugin. The plugin returns an Excel
spreadsheet to SynBioHub, which is then returned to the user.
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■ METHODS
Below is a more in-depth description of the methods used by
the Excel-to-SBOL and SBOL-to-Excel converters as well as
the methods used in the case studies. It should be noted that
all of the code was written in Python.
Excel-to-SBOL. This converter relies on a set of Python

modules to function. The modules used and their functionality
in the converter are explained as follows:

• Openpyxl is a Python library to read and write Excel
files. This library is used together with pandas to read in
the data from the Excel workbook and store it as a data
frame.

• pandas is a data analysis library. It is used for read-in of
the Excel workbook and further storage and manipu-
lation of the data.

• pySBOL2 and pySBOL3 are libraries for reading,
writing, and manipulation of SBOL data. These libraries
are used to create the SBOL objects required and write
them to an SBOL document.

• Tyto is a tool to make the semantic web more accessible.
It is used to convert cell values to ontology terms.

SBOL-to-Excel. SBOL-to-Excel relies on a set of libraries to
ensure the smooth processing of a given SBOL document.
These libraries facilitate advanced processing procedures and
ensure that the data are properly output to Excel for the user to
analyze.

• RDFLib is a python package that enables the user to
work with the Resource Description Framework. The
RDF serves as an important component of this project.
Its functionality includes the ability to parse through
RDF triples within an Excel file. With access to the
subject, object, and predicate triples, the library makes it
possible to extract these values and convert them into a
form that can be easily interpreted in order to eventually
be output to Excel.

• Openpyxl is a Python library to read and write Excel
files. The Openpyxl library is crucial to the Converter, as
its functionality allows the writing of SBOL data into the
Excel spreadsheet. It is then also used to format the
spreadsheet (including creating the hyperlinks).

• pandas is a python library that provides data structures
with capabilities for accessing and manipulating data that
it holds and does so with the information processed
from the SBOL collection. This occurs specifically when
the data is being read in. The subjects, objects, and
predicates are set into the pandas data frame in order to
be processed by various modules before being output
into Excel.

• Validators is used to check that items expected to be
URLs are valid URLs.

• Pytest makes it easy to write small tests and scales to
support testing for large applications. This library
enables modular testing, ensuring that the correct
forms of data are being passed through the converter
at the appropriate points.

■ ASSOCIATED CONTENT
Data Availability Statement
Excel-to-SBOL: the GitHub site is https://github.com/
SynBioDex/Excel-to-SBOL; documentation is available at
https://github.com/SynBioDex/Excel-to-SBOL/wiki; the plu-

gin is available at https://github.com/SynBioHub/Plugin-
Submit-Excel2SBOL; the PyPI library is available at https://
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SynBioHub/Plugin-Download-SBOL2Excel; the PyPI library is
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